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Trinity was the code name of the first detonation of a nuclear weapon.It was conducted by the United States
Army at 5:29 a.m. on July 16, 1945, as part of the Manhattan Project.The test was conducted in the Jornada
del Muerto desert about 35 miles (56 km) southeast of Socorro, New Mexico, on what was then the USAAF
Alamogordo Bombing and Gunnery Range, now part of White Sands Missile Range.
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Sanskrit e-texts, literature, scriptures, and stotras available elsewhere The following list consists of encoded
Sanskrit texts available for personal studies at sites other than the Sanskrit Documents.It is prepared to
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In Buddhism, the term anattÄ• or anÄ•tman refers to the doctrine of "non-self", that there is no unchanging,
permanent self, soul or essence in living beings. It is one of the seven beneficial perceptions in Buddhism,
and along with Dukkha (suffering) and Anicca (impermanence), it is one of three Right Understandings about
the three marks of existence.
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